


Varying sentence structures

Use alliteration, metaphors and/or similes

Connecting phrases and words (co-
ordinating and subordinating conjunctions)

Resolve your dilemma in an exciting and 
imaginative way

How do I write the resolution to my 
fantasy story?

Day 4

• Cemetery 

• Average

• Frequently

• Especially

• Vegetable



especially

To a great extent; very much.

Advert Adage

Write an advertising slogan for a 

product using this word. 

Question Time

Write a question using the word. 

Week 7: Thursday



Can you rewrite these descriptions using a possessive 
apostrophe in the correct place? 

SPaG Shape-Up
Punctuation

Possessive Apostrophes 
Words Already Ending in -s

For example: 
the lion belonging to James              James’ lion or James’s lion

1. the cricket bat belonging to Thomas
2. the team run by Agnes
3. the sculpture created by Artemis
4. the bus travelled on by Mrs Williams



Today we will be focusing on… 

the resolution 

Build up 



Today we will be focusing on… 

the resolution

Resolution 



Mini Task 

Create sentences which you could include in your 
writing using the 5/6 spelling word bank. 



Example sentences using 5/6 spelling words 

I peered into the cave. After my eyes had adjusted to the dark it became apparent to me that I 

wasn’t alone. 

I didn’t want to go on this adventure alone, I hoped he would accompany me. 

The dragon lunged at me aggressively. 

Immediately, I ran towards the commotion

I was desperate to escape this desolate place.

I ensured we were fully equipped for the long journey.  I polished my equipment - especially

my favourite sword.

I was wounded – I didn’t want to be a hindrance to the rest of the group. 

The lightning flashed across the sky and thunder boomed in the distance. 

I took my opportunity and dashed towards the exit. 

I was starving as I hadn’t had sufficient 

I the distance I was able to recognise the silhouette of a…



Today you will be writing:
– The resolution 

• Varying sentence structures

• Use alliteration, metaphors and/or similes

• Connecting phrases and words (co-ordinating and 

subordinating conjunctions)

• Resolve your dilemma in an exciting and imaginative way

Your Task… 

Resolution 


